The following documents were scanned on 08/28/2019 by Rama Schneider.
These documents come from a larger packet of paper documents that have been provided by
the Williamstown town manager. This packet contains petitions and letters regarding an ATV
trails ordinance that have been submitted to the Williamstown select board. These documents
reflect the views of the submitter only.
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June 5, 2019
Matt Rouleau
Chair, Town of Williamstown Selectboard
P.O. Box 646
Williamstown, VT 05679-9003
Dear Matt,
I am writing in connection with the Selectboard’s consideration of an ordinance
proposing the development of an ATV trail system on 20 public road segments in
the Town of Williamstown, as announced in connection with your June 10th
Selectboard meeting.
As a long-time ATV owner and enthusiast, and professional economist who has
analyzed local economic and tourism impacts associated with such
developments in both VT and NH, I believe this ordinance, as proposed, could
result in significant unintended adverse impacts.
While sympathetic to the desire to provide safe trail options to local residents,
this proposal would result in serious safety issues regarding travel on class 3
roads, increased public expenditures on expanded law enforcement to control
and regulate this traffic, reduced property values for homes close to the trail
system, and additional noise, garbage and associated dumping on and near such
trails. Many of us value the peaceful, rural, natural environment in and around
our properties in Williamstown and believe the introduction of a trail system that
includes nearly 18 miles of Town roads, would negatively affect the enjoyment of
our property, the quality of life and the character of our neighborhood and
community.
I have heard talk of outsized economic benefits from the development of the
proposed trail system, but having performed hundreds of such economic
analyses, I can assure you any such effects are likely to be miniscule, if positive.
While there will be some small economic benefits from increased local sales of
gasoline, food and incidentals, these are likely to be offset by negative economic
impacts from decreased property values, increased public enforcement and
signage costs, road maintenance (both public and private) and displacement of
tourists (including vacation homeowners) who seek a quiet, pristine, natural
experience, in contrast to the noisy urban settings from which they come.

In addition to these negative externalities, studies have shown that ATV riders
have lower per diem expenditures than almost any other type of tourist, tend to
be predominantly local (lowering net beneficial impacts), and, except for food,
make expenditures concentrated in goods with relatively low shares of local
sourcing and content (i.e., gasoline, ATV machinery, parts, etc.). All of this
results in minimal, if positive, or negative net economic impacts.
Environmental impacts associated with off-road trail systems are also almost
uniformly negative, affecting air quality, water quality, soil systems and wildlife
habitat. The Grandview Road portion of the proposed trail system, for example,
will bisect an 800 acre area of recently conserved land with the Vermont Land
Trust. This property has been made available to local residents for horseback
riding (including local commercial trail rides), hiking, wild berry collection (by a
local church group), commercial foraging, bird-watching, Christmas tree and
holiday wreath branch harvesting (for another local church) and other nonmotorized activities. It includes the headwaters to the First Branch of the White
River and rare vernal pools. A proximate motorized ATV trail is inconsistent with,
and potentially damaging to, this unique local resource.
It would be far less environmentally detrimental if the proposed ATV trail system
could utilize the existing VAST trail network – especially between Williamstown
and Washington. Has this been pursued? I believe this would be both safer for
ATV riders and less adverse to the affected neighborhoods, since the VAST trails
are already locally accepted motorized trails (one of which currently traverses a
portion of my property) that rarely require class 3 road travel.
I have attached a recent article from VTDigger, written by Steve Wright, former
Commissioner of the Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department, outlining a few
additional facts concerning ATV use of public roads. I hope you will consider
these perspectives and the impacts outlined herein in making your judgment on
this issue. At the very least, it seems like minimizing the total trail mileage and
locating it on existing VAST trail routes would mitigate many of adverse impacts
and still provide access to local and neighboring town trail networks. Please let
me know if you or the Selectboard would like any supporting analysis or study
citations for the information presented herein.
Respectfully,

Attachment: VTDigger article of March 1, 2019, “Should ATV’s be allowed on
town roads?”

VT Digger Article - Steve Wright:
Should ATVs be allowed on town roads?
Commentary
March 1, 2019
Editor’s note: This commentary is by Steve Wright, of Craftsbury, who was commissioner of the Vermont Fish and
Wildlife Department from 1985-1989.

W

hen Gov. Phil Scott visited Island Pond recently, more than one resident asked to have state land

opened to ATVs. It reminded me of similar ATV proposals 30 years ago; as a state bureaucrat I had a duty to
consider them. Today’s deliberations about ATV use have expanded to include allowing ATVs on other “public
land,” specifically town roads. This conversation is unfolding in many Vermont towns, mine included.
The casual observer may have noticed that opening roads to ATVs has increased illegal ATV use in Orleans
County. A call to the sheriff can confirm. Violations observed include riding through state waters in a wildlife
management area, and driving on state highways and town roads not open to ATVs.
ATVs are not manufactured for on-road use, and do not qualify as “motor vehicles” regulated by the U.S.
Department of Transportation. States have the authority to allow ATVs on public roads. In Vermont, the
Legislature gave that authority to towns. Yet, the ATV Safety Institute, the not-for-profit subdivision of the
national association for ATV manufacturers, Specialty Vehicle Institute of America, states in their Tips and
Practice Guide for the All Terrain Vehicle Operator, “ATVs are intended for off-road use only. Never operate
an ATV on public roads, and always avoid paved surfaces. ATVs are not designed for use on public roads.”
This disconnect sends a mixed message to towns, residents, and ATV users.
Consumer Federation of America, a 50-year-old association of nearly 300 nonprofit consumer groups, states in
their 2014 report, ATVs on Roadways: A Safety Crisis: “In spite of warnings from manufacturers, federal
agencies, and consumer and safety advocates that all terrain vehicles (ATVs) are unsafe on roadways, for
several years an increasing number of states have passed laws allowing ATVs on public roads. The majority of
ATV deaths take place on these roads and action is needed to reverse this dangerous trend.”
Those promoting ATV use on town roads cite economic benefits to retail businesses, and their “right” as
taxpayers to use municipal roads. These claims, like most town decisions, can be considered in the context of
costs and risks to taxpayers. The tire design that makes ATVs safe off-road, makes them unsafe on roads. It’s a
tough sell to ignore physics.
If we look at town roads through the “public lands” lens the considerations include public safety, traffic,
enforcement, noise, signage (required by statute), and road maintenance. Public safety, traffic, and noise
indirectly affect a town’s financial stability because each can influence property values and quality of life that
drives housing purchases. (A test case in Nova Scotia resulted in a 15 percent reduction in property value on a
residence adjacent to an ATV trail.) Enforcement, road signage and unanticipated road maintenance add direct
costs.
Questions about public safety, noise, and enforcement are at the heart of the “do we, don’t we” vote.

